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Pace Student
Vol. I

New York, June, 1916

No. 7

P TTING Yourself Into Your with one of his inimitable after-dinner talks. The Annual
U
Job” was the keynote of the Dean reviewed the movement for scientific edu Dinner
Annual Dinner of the Pace cation for business—told how he forsook Greek
Students given in New York and Latin for reportorial work on a Chicago of
at the Machinery Club on the newspaper, and how he became interested in busi Pace
evening of May 17th. In re ness by reason of the articles he wrote for the Students
sponding to this toast to the financial columns of his paper. From this he
500 or more students and conceived the idea of a scientific study of business
guests who were present, Elmer E. Ferris, well and an educational movement for the training
known throughout the country as a success of young men in the principles of business organi
ful sales manager, seemed to bring together the zation and management. The Dean struck a seri
thoughts of the evening and to crystallize the ous and prophetic note in respect to the economic
adjustment that will be ne
ideals of the student body
cessary after the close of the
and the teaching organiza
LEADING ARTICLES
European War.
He ex
tion. “The job,” said Mr.
pressed
the
belief
that
the
Ferris, “is nothing in itself
Joseph P. Day, Esq.
serious young men who are
—■
the man makes the job. If
Biographical Sketch
studying in the various
you can see the opportuni
schools in preparation for
Page 103
ties in the job, and then see
business and accountancy
yourself doing it,” continued
Mr. Ferris, “the job is a good Letter from Governor Perris careers, would need all of
their trained ability, and
Page 106
one and the man who fills it
more, to cope with the eco
is a success.”
Editorials
nomic problems that are
Mr. Ferris, in his striking
destined
to present them
Pages 110-111
phrase, “see yourself doing
selves for solution.
it,” drove home the necessity
Proposition on Branch
There were other speak
for the imaginative and ide
Accounts
ers, and each had a message.
alistic quality in the success
Mr. Paul E. Clark spoke
ful business man. In fact,
Pages 112-113-114
briefly and to the point on
Mr. Ferris built up a phi
Personal Notes
behalf of the student body.
losophy of business success
Dr. Emery W. Given, Com
—a logical sequence of things
Pages 115-119
mitteeman of the Newark
that must happen before a
man makes good. The possibility in the job must Young Men’s Christian Association, spoke on be
be seen; the man must see himself doing it; and half of the organization that he represented. Speakers
above all, there must be the affirmative, aggres James F. Farrell, C.P.A., Secretary of the New
sive attitude of mind that denies all possibility York State Society of Certified Public Account
of failure in the realization of the ideal. Mr. ants, responded to the toast, “The Graduates.”
Ferris’s philosophy throbbed and pulsated with Berton L. Maxfield, Dean of the Law staff,
the energy and the sincerity of the speaker; and spoke on behalf of the faculty. Hamilton S. Cor
aside from the students, many a guest well along win, C.P.A., President of the New York State
in years and seasoned by the stress of hard com Society of Certified Public Accountants, in a
mercial battles, picked up new energy, new hope, clear-cut and direct fashion, spoke to the toast,
and new inspiration as the result of Mr. Ferris’s “Fundamentals.” Charles A. Pace, of the New
York Bar, spoke on “The Progress of the Law.”
address.
Dean Johnson, of the New York University Homer S. Pace, C.P.A., concluded the program
School of Commerce, Accounts, and Finance, was with a short talk on “Effectiveness.” Horatio
called upon by the Toastmaster, and responded N. Drury, much to the delight of the banqueters,

Annual
Dinner of
Pace
Students
(Continued)

Good
Cheer

Newark Y.M.C.A.; Dr. C. E. Me
presided as toastmaster. Walter T.
leney, Associate Superintendent of
Vaughan, Esq., the tenor soloist
ace tudent the New York City Schools; Dr.
of Plymouth Church, Brooklyn, sang
June, 1916
John L. Tildsley, Principal of the
with rare artistic appreciation sev
eral tenor solos, including “At Dawning,” High School of Commerce of New York; John
“Mother Machree,” “Thora,” and “Mammy’s R. Wildman, C.P.A., Professor of Accounting,
New York University School of Commerce, Ac
Song.” The encores were most hearty.
The main thing, of course, that should mark a counts, and Finance; Caswell A. Mayo, Trustee
banquet—but which all too often does not pre of the New York School of Pharmacy, Columbia
vail—is enthusiasm, life, snap, the spirit of good University; Leon O. Fisher, C.P.A., Third Vicecheer and good fellowship, spontaneous and sus President, and E. E. Scott, Auditor, of the Equit
tained. This joyous spirit kept bubbling forth able Life Assurance Company; E. D. Fisher,
during the entire evening from 7:45 when the Deputy Comptroller of the City of New York;
banqueters sat down, till 11:30 when they dis F. D. Sillick, Comptroller of the Hudson & Man
persed after singing “America.” Enthusiasm hattan Railroad Company; Mrs. Warren A. Ran
was roused and kept alive by splendid music fur som, Treasurer, Central Y.W.C.A.; Miss Lillian
nished by a string orchestra that played more for Smith; Miss Marie R. Wing, General Secretary,
enjoyment than for pay, and by familiar songs West Side Y.W.C.A.; A. P. Burroughs, A.B.,
Principal of the Suffern (N.Y.) High School;
under the leadership of Mr. Jesse C. Skinner.
Many well known practicing accountants were Ira W. Travell, A. M., Superintendent, Ridge
present as guests. Among them were F. G. Col wood (N.J.) Schools; Reverend E. D. Webster;
ley, C.P.A., John B. Niven, C.P.A., and H. C. Reverend A. R. Mansfield, D.D., Superintendent,
Freeman, C.P.A., of Touche, Niven & Company; Seamen’s Church Institute; Dr. Holmes W. Mer
J. Lee Nicholson, C.P.A., and Harold Dudley ton; Charles Leach; J. H. Grotecloss, Esq.; W.
Greeley, C.P.A., of J. Lee Nicholson & Company; H. Peddle, Esq.; and W. T. Findley, Esq.
Willis S. Whittlesey, C.P.A., and George W.
HE growth and efficiency of the modern in Y.M.C.A
Myer, Jr., C.P.A., of Whittlesey & Meyer; John
stitution were greatly in evidence at the re Conven
R. Sparrow, C.P.A., of Sparrow, Harvey & Com
cent Triennial Convention of the Young Men
’s
pany; Edward L. Suffern, C.P.A., and Henry B.
tion
Fernald, C.P.A., of Loomis, Suffern & Fernald; Christian Association in Cleveland. More than
William F. Weiss, C.P.A., of William F. Weiss 2,500 delegates, including many prominent busi
& Company; Ernest W. Lovejoy, C.P.A., of ness men who are volunteer Christian workers
Lovejoy, Mather & Hough; William M. Lybrand, and many of the leading Association secretaries,
C.P.A., and W. F. Staub, of Lybrand, Ross Broth gathered for this convention from every part of
ers & Montgomery; Adolph S. Fedde, C.P.A., the North American continent.
The convention was in earnest and almost con
of A. S. Fedde & Company; Peter A. Eckes,
C.P.A., of Eckes, Fitz-Gerald & Dean; Leonard tinuous day-and-evening session from May 12th
H. Conant, C.P.A., of L. H. Conant & Company; to 16th, and many matters of fundamental im
Charles E. W. Hellerson, C.P.A., of Alexander portance to the Association movement were dis
Aderer & Company; Charles Hecht, C.P.A.; cussed and reduced to definite form.
John R. Mott, who is widely known for his
Joseph E. Sterrett, C.P.A., of Price, Waterhouse
constructive
Christian work in the Orient, re
& Company; F. H. Hurdman, C.P.A.; Paul J.
Esquerre, C.P.A.; A. P. Richardson, Secretary of cently accepted the executive secretaryship of the
the American Association of Public Accountants; International Committee. Under his experienced
Philip J. Warner, Secretary of the Ronald Pub hand, a definite plan of development is under
lishing Company; W. S. Morgan, C.P.A., Man way which will undoubtedly strengthen the work
aging Director of the Pace Institute of Boston; of the Association in all its departments of work.
The official organ of the International Commit
and C. H. Schnepfe, Jr., C.P.A., Managing Direc
tee is “Association Men,” a magazine that is set
tor of the Pace Institute of Baltimore.
Among the other guests were Philip W. Henry, ting a new standard in institutional literature.
C.E., Chairman of the Committee of Management We cordially recommend it to those who desire
of the Twenty-third Street Y.M.C.A.; W. A. to keep in close touch with the development of
Brown, A.B., Assistant Educational Director of this noteworthy institutional movement.
the Twenty-third Street Y.M.C.A.; Joseph P.
The grain stack is of little use till the sheaves have
Day, the widely known real estate operator; A. been run through the threshing machine. Our accu
H. Armstrong, A.M., Assistant Educational Di mulated impressions and experiences need the same
rector of the Brooklyn Central Y.M.C.A.; H. A. threshing process. Most of them are ofno value; why
Townsend, A.B., Educational Director of the give them mental storage?
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Joseph
P. Day,
Esq.

HO is the best known man
in New York?”
This
question I asked of a
prominent lawyer, himself very well
known.
“Joseph P. Day,” came the answer
without a flicker of hesitation.
My lawyer-friend is right.
All
we have to do to corroborate his
opinion is to read the newspapers,
the billboard posters, the advertis
ing cards in the subway and the
trolley cars, and the real estate
signs. We see the name “Joseph P.
Day” everywhere.
When we think of New York real
estate, we think of Joseph P. Day,
and vice versa. If we New Yorkers
wish to rent, sell, or buy any kind of
real estate—a modest home in the
suburbs maybe, a city store, a fac
tory site, a giant skyscraper, a
sweeping tract of unimproved land,
who is the man we instinctively
turn to? Joseph P. Day, of course.
We have read that bold signature
of his so many times, consciously
and unconsciously, and we know so
much about him as a real estate
expert—all to his credit—that we
instinctively acquaint him with our
desires, knowing that whatever mor
tal man can do for our interests, he
will do, with a little touch of the
superman thrown in for good
measure.
“Joseph P. Day is the livest live
wire in real estate in New York,
and I venture to say, in the en
tire country. If there’s anything he
doesn’t know offhand or can’t find
out about real estate values, real
estate advertising, and real estate
buying and selling, I don’t know
what it is. If he can’t put a real
estate deal across, no matter how
big it is, it simply can’t be done.
Make up your mind to that.” This
was the remarkable tribute paid to
Mr. Day not long ago in a casual
conversation by one of the most
conservative bankers in New York.
“A live wire”—this is an apt char
acterization of Mr. Day from every
point of view. In build he is slen
der and wiry—not an ounce of su
perfluous flesh, yet he never wears
an overcoat. His blue eyes, kindly
and pleasant though they are, bore
you through and through when you
are talking business to him. His
manner of speech is direct and ner
vously incisive—he hasn’t time to
waste words. His gestures are those
of a man so full of dynamic energy
that he is constantly bubbling over.
His mind, naturally active and now
trained by constant application to
big matters, jumps ahead of every
thing you say—he knows what you
are aiming at even before you have
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got half way to your goal. “This
man is a rare combination of think
er and doer,” you instinctively feel
before you have talked to him five
minutes.
Mr. Day is only forty-three years
old today, yet he is one of the
most successful men in New York,
one of the men whose business
judgment is most highly prized, and
whose reputation for honesty and
square dealing has never been ques
tioned; and all this he has accom
plished by his own efforts.
The reasons for Mr. Day’s extra
ordinary successful career are ap
parent. He is not only a live wire,
but he has a mind so big that it is

Joseph P. Day, Esq.,
Real Estate

constantly focusing itself on big
ideas, big visions, big plans, and
big achievements.
Cast your eye over a few of the
big things he has done. When he
was only twenty-one, he estab
lished himself on his own account
in the real estate and insurance bus
iness in New York. Within a few
years he had negotiated the heavi
est accident policy ever written; it
covered insurance against accidents
resulting from a change of motive
power on the Third Avenue Surface
Railroad and the Forty-second
Street, Manhattanville, and St.
Nicholas Avenue Railroad.
Mr. Day then turned his entire
attention to real estate, and revo
103

lutionized its methods of selling. In
the past five years he has done
more to increase its productivity
than any other man in the profes
sion. In May, 1908, Mr. Day sold
over 2000 lots in six of the most re
markable lot sales ever held in
New York. These sales were ex
traordinary, in that they were ac
complished when there was great
stringency in the money market,
and when the majority of real es
tate interests said that the sales
could not be successfully conduct
ed.
Mr. Day was auctioneer in the
now famous Ogden Estate sale of
1500 lots in West Bronx, the lar
gest absolute partition sale of city
real estate holdings in the history
of the country. He was also auc
tioneer of the Doherty Estate hold
ings in Manhattan, which brought
$1,913,000 in a single afternoon’s
sale.
Two years ago Mr. Day conduct
ed three record absolute auction
sales of unimproved property in)
New York: the Van Cortlandt Es
tates, 719 lots, sold for $1,447,385;
the Forster Schmidt Estates, 462
lots, sold for $599,275; the Morris
Park Estates, conducted by order
of the Banking Department of the
State of New York 3,071 lots, sold
for $3,779,750.
During the three years ending
December 31, 1909, Mr. Day sold
more than $100,000,000 worth of real
estate in and around Greater New
York. During the year ending June
1, 1910, he sold $81,000,000 worth,
which is the record for any one
year. During the past ten years,
Mr. Day has sold more than $500,000,000 worth— a stupendous total.
Mr. Day has charge of many
executors’ sales and appraisals, and
other matters pertaining to New
York Real Estate, in which he is
recognized as one of the foremost
experts of values. In the sale of
the property and stock of the Third
Avenue Railroad of New York,
March 1, 1910, Mr. Day was ap
pointed auctioneer, selling the prop
erty for $26,000,000, the largest auc
tion sale on record. Among recent
sales conducted by Mr. Day, two of
the most notable were that of the
Yerkes Mansion which brought
$1,239,000, and that of the R. G.
Dun Estate at Narragansett Pier,
R. I.
Mr. Day has had many honors
and distinctions. For two terms he
was President of the Board of Real
Estate Brokers of New York. He
is a member of the Chamber of
Commerce of New York, of the
Real Estate Auctioneers’ Associa[Forward to page 109
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merit
John T.
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New York
Decision

P RSONAL liability
E
Vt. 613, wherein the court said that
for declaring divi ace tudent sufficient value should be retained
dends out of capital
out of earnings to meet the “ex
June, 1916
makes for conserva
penses, risks and contingencies in
tism in the distribution of cor cidental to the business.”
porate income. In addition to
Well managed corporations create a surplus to
protecting creditors, this conser meet the contingencies of corporate life, but the
vatism normally benefits the cor decision in the Vermont case hardly contemplates
poration. Nevertheless, particularly in the early such action to protect creditors. In short, the
life of corporations, directors may desire to de retention of an excess of properly valued assets
clare dividends for promotion purposes or to in over liabilities, equivalent to the capital stock of
fluence the standing of the securities of the cor a corporation is legally regarded as sufficient to
poration on the stock market. In these instances protect creditors against risks and contingencies,
the question of what constitutes profits legally and the accumulation of a surplus may be regard
available for distribution as dividends becomes ed as being primarily for the purpose of protect
of prime importance.
ing holdings of the stockholders.
Exact limitations cannot be laid down on the
You will observe that the New York statute Surplus
basis of adjudicated cases. After reviewing a confines legal dividends to the “surplus profits Profits
number of the decisions, the author of a note in arising from the business of such corporation.”
L.R.A. 1915-D 1052 remarks on the difficulty of This wording is not to be construed as eliminat
determining fixed principles of the law concern ing gains from sources other than operation.
ing profits because of the tendency of the courts Generally speaking, so long as these incidental
to decide each case upon its individual merits. gains are actually realized, they may be dis
However, the cases suggest precautions which tributed ; but if not realized, and based ex
should be observed, and indicate with reasonable clusively upon reappraisement of assets, the le
certainty the legal restrictions. Originally, I gality of the dividend may be questioned. Mora
contemplated but one article on this subject, but wetz in his work on corporations, paragraph 441,
the scope of my investigation broadened into so says:
many interesting channels that I purpose to make
“The right of a corporation to declare divi
this the first of a series of five articles.
dends cannot be determined by reference to the
The provision of the stock corporation law of market value of the company’s shares or the price
New York on dividends, which is similar to that for which the assets could be sold.”
of other states, is that:
Judicial interpretation of what constitutes “sur
“The directors of a stock corporation shall not plus profits arising from the business” may be
make dividends, except from the surplus profits found in the case of Baldwin Locomotive Works
arising from the business of such corporation, vs. McCoach, 221 Fed. 59, in which these words
nor divide, withdraw and in any way pay the are construed with reference to a taxation statute.
stockholders or any of them, any part of the cap On page 60 the court says:
ital of such corporation, or reduce its capital stock
“We agree with the district court that this in
except as authorized by law.”
crease in valuation was not income within the
In Cottrell vs. Albany Card & Paper Company, meaning of the statute. Nothing whatever was
142 A.D. 150, counsel for the defendant contend added to the corporate property, which remained
ed that so long as the assets remain at least exactly the same after the appraisement as be
equal to the liabilities, the rights of creditors are fore. The only thing done was to put upon the
properly conserved. Replying to this contention, company’s books an expression of expert opinion
the court on page 152 says:
that certain property was worth a certain sum,
“But if the capital of a corporation be regarded and this can hardly be said to be income or even
as a fund for the ultimate payment of creditors, gain in any proper sense. The company could
and so to be kept intact unless diminished in a not become either richer or poorer by making
manner described by statute, the mere fact that a few book entries that merely recorded a new
the assets do remain equal to the liabilities can estimate of how much it was worth.”
not justify dividends such as these. The statute
This case has the sanction of precedent in a
does not allow capital to be depleted by means of decision of the Supreme Court of the United
dividends up to the very point of insolvency. States. Hence, where there is any possibility of
On the contrary, the capital is to be kept intact the question’s being raised, it would appear ad
visable not to declare dividends exclusively from
and unimpaired.”
A similar contention was advanced in Richard gains upon a reappraisement of asset values.
son vs. Vermont & Massachusetts Railroad, 44
The same question of conservatism in valuation
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question arise if the assets of a con
Law is raised in West vs. Muckle, 136
servatively
managed corporation are
Depart A.D. 241, in which balance sheets
ace tudent revalued. Nevertheless,
ment submitted to directors showed suffi
it is the un
June, 1916
fortunate experience of accountants
cient surplus or profits for dividend
(Continued)
distribution. These balance sheets were prepared that not all corporations are conservatively man
by the secretary, and without further inquiry the aged, and any proposal to declare a dividend upon
directors declared dividends. At the trial it ap the basis of a reappraisement of assets should
peared that there was an overvaluation of the cur be guarded against.
In the July number of The Pace Student I
rent assets, even after allowance was made for
the usual depreciation in value incident to reali shall discuss a number of cases in which the ques
zation upon insolvency, and the directors were tion of the legality of dividends paid from re
held liable. The case of Hutchinson vs. Curtis, alized incidental gains was raised.
45 Misc. 484, in addition to deciding that profits
HAT is a manufactured product, and
W
anticipated from the receipt of orders were not
when is an organization engaged in man
available for distribution, passed upon an inter
esting point in the valuation of inventories. I ufacturing? An interesting case reviewing the
decisions in which these questions have been
quote from the decision:
“Barley is bought by the bushel of 48 pounds. raised in People ex. rel. Empire State Dairy Com
Inven
tories Malt, a manufactured article made from barley pany vs. Sohmer, appeared in the New York Law
by steeping, is dealt in by the bushel of 34 Journal of May 25, 1916. That case involved the
pounds. The process of manufacture produces question as to whether pasteurizing milk is a
about 15 per cent. more of malt by the bushel manufacturing process and whether the dairy
than the barley measures from which it is pro company is a manufacturing corporation. The
duced. The amount of this 15 per cent. excess is test laid down by the court, was, “Does the proc
reported from each of the manufactories month ess destroy or change the essential or inherent
by month as increase. Of course, this increase qualities of the thing or alter its substantial form
has a value and is sold as malt at malt prices. or character?’
For the purposes of inventory, the company has
In deciding that pasteurizing milk is not a
ascribed to it the value of the barley. It cer process of manufacture the court referred to cases
tainly is an asset of the company, and as an asset holding that hay is not a manufactured product,
at inventory periods and when it is necessary to and that the following are not manufacturing
ascertain the condition of the company, it must processes: Storing and preserving natural ice;
be valued in some way. As it has always been cleaning, polishing, and etching shells; branding,
the custom in the malting business to treat it as washing and steaming corks.
treated by this company, I am unwilling to dis
The court remarked that had the milk or cream
regard the custom.”
been converted into cheese or butter, this process
In only one American case has the question would have been manufacturing. Other cases
been raised as to whether a sum forfeited for were cited showing that the following are proc
non-payment of stock subscriptions constitutes esses of manufacture: Generating electricity; pre
a gain which may be legally distributed. This serving fish by the use of salt; refining sugar;
is a Kentucky case (Gratz vs. Redd, 4 B. Mon. smelting and refining ores; treatment of mara
178), and the court said:
schino cherries by twelve processes, among which
“The stock subscribed was capital of the com are bleaching, coloring, sweetening, cooking, and
pany subscribed, and we cannot sanction the po flavoring; and preparation of kindling wood by
sition that the sum paid in on the stock ceased sawing slabs into strips, which are then kiln-dried
to be capital on the forfeiture of the stock and and compressed.
After stating that the last-named case is on
by such forfeiture was converted into profits to
be divided among stockholders as such. It was the border line, the court differentiated the proc
subscribed and paid in as capital and treated and ess from pasteurizing milk in this language:
“A distinction can be drawn between a process
expended as such, and ought not to have been
divided as profits.”
essentially of purification which appellant em
While I do not regard this decision as con ployed and one * * * whereby the form of the
clusive of the law on the point, it illustrates the article was changed and it was prepared for an
jealousy with which courts protect the rights of entirely new use.”
creditors in dividend cases.
The distinction is important in connection with
From this brief summary it is apparent that taxation, insolvency, and other statutes contain
the conservatism urged by accountants has the ing provisions exclusively applicable to manufac
support of judicial opinion. Seldom will the tured products or manufacturing corporations.
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Manu
factured
Product

cise and readily understandable
Y U have stated in a text lec
O
ace tudent form, if is obvious that to include
ture, “Cases are frequently
elements of minor importance, or to
found in which the stock is sub
June, 1916
attempt to feature too many facts
scribed by ‘dummies’ but issued in
the first instance to parties in interest, with no (using an undue number of lines) would impair
assignment. This is a serious defect that must or nullify the real value of the charts.
be remedied by counsel, and is a condition that
Please explain why Capital is an accountability 0
the accountant should not display on the books.”
Why should it not be shown? Should not the to the proprietor of a business or the stockhold
ers of any corporation.
accountant display the facts as he finds them?
A
The term Capital, as used in the accounting
The writer of the question has evidently mis
understood the significance of the text. It is not sense, signifies the amount by which the total as
intended to convey the meaning that an account sets of an undertaking exceed its total liabilities
ant should not display the facts, but simply that (or obligations to creditors) and represents the
when it is found that a defect exists in the rec net investment of the proprietors. In a sole pro
prietorship, therefore, the
ords of a corporation,
Capital Account measures
steps should be taken to
the amount for which the
remedy the defect.
It
business is accountable or
would be advisable to ob
State of Michigan
C
responsible to the propri
tain the opinion of coun
WOODBRIDGE
etor on account of his in
sel as to the procedure
vestment therein. Simi
necessary, as the circum
larly, in a partnership the
stances of the case would
Big Rapids, Mich.,
Capital Accounts of the
have to be taken into con
April 29, 1916.
various
partners measure
sideration.
To the Editor:
the extent of the firm’s ac
For several months I have been a
countability to each part
Please explain fully the
Q
careful reader of The Pace Student.
ner
according to his in
definition in regard to the
This is a unique publication. The
vestment in the business.
usage of the words “to”
editorials and articles are concise and
In a corporation the
and “by” in accounting
clear and direct. Every business man,
stockholders are the real
every accountant should read this
practice.
magazine. It is instructive and inspi
proprietors or owners, and
The words “to” and
A
rational. It contains so many good
the accountability to said
“by” as used in ledger
things that I frequently read portions
owners is usually meas
posting are simply con
of the little magazine to the students
ured by two accounts—
ventional expressions and
of the Ferris Institute.
the Capital Stock Account,
have no vital significance.
I take great pleasure in recom
which discloses the par
The use of the terms
mending this publication.
value of the total number
probably originated
Very cordially,
of shares of stock, and the
through saying that one
Surplus Account, which
element of a transaction
measures the accountabil
is made debtor “to” its
ity existing in excess of
opposite element, and,
the amount of the Capital
conversely, that one ele
Stock Account. Capital
ment is made creditor
“by” its opposite. In modern accounts the words is not a liability, since it is not a debt owed by
“to” and “by” are frequently omitted, although an undertaking; but it is an accountability—there
many accountants favor their use as a matter of is an ownership of the values—some one to whom
they must eventually go.
technique.

Question
and
Answer
Depart
ment
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LANSING

N. FERRIS

What are the basic principles in the presenta
tion of accounting facts by graphic charts?
A
In presenting accounting facts by graphic
charts the basic principles are to bring out the
controlling and significant elements, avoiding
the introduction of unimportant features; and to
make the charts as simple as possible, avoiding
multiplicity of lines. Since the purpose of such
charts is to furnish specific information in a conQ

What is the objection to a corporation’s buying Q
in its own stock, if it pays therefor what it would
sell for in the open securities market? In other
words, why is not the corporation’s money as
good as that of anyone else?
The question is apt to arise as to why a cor A
poration should desire to purchase its own stock.
The capital stock of a corporation represents units
of ownership, evidencing the proportionate inter106

Question
and
Answer
Depart
ment
(Continued)

Q

A

Q

A

better practice to keep separate ac
est of the stockholders (as owners
for Inventories, Purchases,
in common) in the net asset value
ace tudent counts
and
Sales
rather than to combine
existing in the business. It would,
June, 1916
them into one or possibly two ac
therefore, under ordinary circum
stances and apart from the legality of the action, counts. If a business is of sufficient magnitude
thwart its own purposes for a corporation to part and the transactions are numerous, it is advis
with its assets (cash) in exchange for certificates able to keep additional accounts for Returned
of its own stock, thus reducing the actual capital Purchases, Returned Sales, Allowances, etc.
While the Inventories and Purchases could be
of the corporation. In some circumstances, as,
for example, in the case of a bad debt, a corpora combined into one account, it is preferable for
tion may accept its own stock in settlement of its statistical purposes to open two accounts. The
claim, if the transaction is made in good faith. principle of grouping all transactions of a like
If a corporation were permitted to purchase its nature into one account, and excluding all other
own stock indiscriminately, there might be oc transactions simplifies the accounting record and
casions where abuses might exist, as in the case is a great aid in compiling statements. By fol
of speculation, or obtaining control for selfish lowing this principle, the expenditure of the time
purposes, etc.; and the rights of creditors as well and labor that would be required if it were neces
as stockholders might be impaired. The laws of sary to analyze complex accounts may be avoided.
the states vary in respect to these matters.
In recording stocks bought on margin, is it
Can taxes and interest on unpaid instalments
proper to charge the interest paid on the amount
due on lots (land) be capitalized as a part of the
not covered by the margin as a carrying charge,
cost of the lots, or should both be charged to in
deducting the dividends received, if any, as an
come, there being no income? In case there is a
offset, or is it better to charge the investment
little income in the form of rental of the lots,
account with the original cost only, the interest
should it be credited to the cost of the land as an
on
the unpaid balance and the dividends received
offset, or to income?
being
put through income?
Taxes and interest on lots purchased on instal
It
is
usually the case that stocks bought on
ment should be charged to expense, to be offset
margin
are purchased for speculative purposes
by any income derived from rental of the prop
and
not
for investment, so that the question of
erty, etc. The items in question should not be
capitalized, nor should income be credited to the capitalizing interest payments would not apply.
cost of property. It would be erroneous to inflate All transactions connected with the purchase
the cost price of the lots by adding interest and subsequent sale of the securities would be
charges which are the result of financial necessi segregated, and the resulting profit or loss on
ties, and which do not increase the value of the the venture displayed. In the case of stocks
property. Taxes are an expense imposed by the bought on instalments for investment purposes,
local government, and should be treated accord the investment account should be charged only
ingly. The principle that capital assets should with the actual cost of the securities, exclusive
be stated at cost (subject to depreciation) forbids of interest. The necessity for interest payments
reducing the cost by returns in the shape of in arises from financial causes and is not a part of
come. There are some exceptions to the above the legitimate cost of the securities. It should
mentioned treatment of taxes and interest, as in not, therefore, be capitalized, but treated as an
the case of interest paid by a railroad on an issue expense.
of bonds for construction purposes and before
(a) Referring to Page 53 of your March issue,
completion of the property, but in general the
the last paragraph of the article on Landlord and
principle is as stated.
Tenant, will you please show in your Question
What is the best system of recording Mer and Answer Department how the expenditure
chandise, i. e., Inventories, Purchases, Sales, and in the Saks case, therein referred to, should be
also Returns and Allowances on both purchases treated?
(b) Also Page 55, the question and answer
and sales? Cannot the Inventories and Pur
chases be combined into one account only, relating to amortization. I have been unable to
styled “Merchandise” or “Purchases” instead of find a satisfactory definition of the word “Amor
carrying two accounts, one for the inventory to tization.” Will you please define it for me in
be carried over the next period, the other for the your columns and explain its theory and purpose?
(a) The case referred to was that of the Herald
purchases of the period?
In modern accounting systems it is considered Square Realty Company vs. Saks & Company.
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HE Federal Trade Commis
Work
sion, according to an article
of
appearing in the Saturday
Federal Evening Post on April 1, 1916, by
H. Collins, is working out
Trade James
the establishment of improved
Com standards of scientific bookkeeping
mission and cost accounting, and is assist

T

ing the business men of the coun
try in obtaining the additional cred
its to which their operations may
entitle them. The article is timely
and full of interest.
The methods employed by the
Commission are largely the work
of Edward N. Hurley, Vice-Chair
man. From his wide experience as
manufacturer, inventor, and inves
tigator of trade conditions, and
from his varied experience in con
nection with railroad and financial
matters, Mr. Hurley is especially
well qualified to undertake the so
lution of problems that confront
the American business man.
One of the first questions brought
to Mr. Hurley was one that seemed
of great importance to many mer
chants and manufacturers, i. e.,
“How shall we get together to fix
prices?” It appeared to be the pre
vailing attitude that price-fixing in
some legal form is the magic cureall for every business ill. Mr. Hur
ley set to work to find an answer to
the general question.
“He took up the statements of
American corporations, made to
Uncle Sam under the corporation
tax law,” said Mr. Collins, “to find
out what could be learned about
profits......................
As a practical
business man, Mr. Hurley has long
known that profits are shrinking.
He entered the ground floor of a
new industry himself, when margins
were ample, and has seen that in
dustry grow, perfect its products,
develop competition, and whittle
down profits.”
“The remedy for these American
business troubles,” Mr. Hurley con
tends, “is not to be found in price
control, but in standard systems of
bookkeeping and cost accounting
for each industry, and in such stand
ardization of statements about busi
ness presented to banks that the
banker and business man can talk
the same language, and the business
man get the credit and loans he is
really entitled to, which he does
not get today. Price cutting is
nearly always done in pure ignor
ance of costs. Ignorance of costs
is based on poor accounting. If all
the concerns in a given industry can
be led to organize a trade associa
tion and work out some standard
scheme of cost accounting to be
followed by every one of them,
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all will soon have such clear knowl
edge of what their goods cost that
price competition will cease. This
is the only scientific way to regu
late prices. Trying to fix prices
without knowledge of costs has
been as blind a procedure as price
cutting, and whether it can be done
lawfully or otherwise is not a rem
edy for the troubles from which
much of our business suffers.”
One point emphasized is that lax
accounting methods prevent many
good business men from obtaining
the credit at the banks which they
ought to receive. This is due to the
fact that they are unable to present
a proper statement showing their
true assets and liabilities. For this
reason they are frequently denied
sufficient credit at the bank to en
able them to expand their business
along sound lines. Aside from their
inability to borrow at the bank, the
business man’s credit may be lim
ited in other directions, since in
quiries as to ratings for the purpose
of giving credit for merchandise
are primarily directed to the bank.
An unfavorable or non-committal
report results in a limitation of op
portunity.
The Federal Trade Commission
does not intend to use compulsion
in introducing standard systems of
accounting. But it has organized
a force of accountants and cost ex
perts, and is ready to assist mer
chants and manufacturers in devis
ing suitable systems.
“The big job now,” Mr. Hurley
thinks, “is to awaken American
business to the need for better or
ganization and systems. Against
the loose methods left over from
our period of industrial expansion,
when profits were large, we now
have slender profits, plus the com
petition of the exact German, the
painstaking Englishman, the skillful
Frenchman.............. Only scientific
accounting and cost-keeping will en
able us to meet competitors at home
or abroad.................. Accurate rec
ords and cost figures in each indus
try will enable the business man to
detect and eliminate all the price
cutting that has been blind and
wasteful. Then there is bound to
come the only form of price fixing
that is right—the fixing of prices
by each concern at a level which
shows pure profits based on abso
lute knowledge of what everything
costs.”
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ROM an article in the New
York Times, we note that the
National Retail Dry Goods As
sociation is attempting to establish
standardization accounting proce
dures. At a recent meeting, accord
ing to The Times, the advisability of
attempting to standardize the meth
ods of distributing stores expenses
to departments as well as agreeing
upon a basis of segregating expenses
under general headings, was dis
cussed in detail. The Times says:
“Many points were discussed at
the meeting; for example, the rela
tion of cash discounts to merchan
dise. Some stores are retaining the
cash discount upon bills as an office
discount and others are giving this
discount to the department, practi
cally recognizing it as a merchandise
discount. Quite naturally, a buyer
who has operated in one store under
one of these plans is favored or dis
criminated against if he goes into
the employ of another store working
under the opposite plan.
“The question also as to the rela
tion of a store itself as a landlord in
cases where the corporation or firm
owns its own real estate and build
ings was thoroughly discussed. The
stores are using various bases upon
which to charge or distribute their
general expenses. Some use their
sales, others cost of sales, others
average stock, etc. There are vari
ous ways of determining the proper
method of distributing rent, light,
and heat. So long as stores con
tinue to apportion these expenses
upon different bases, just so long will
they be unable to talk to each other
‘in the same language.’ ”

Stand
ardiza
tion of
Retail
Stores
Account
ing

EM received from a member of
the accounting staff of a wellknown firm of public accountants:
“I cannot resist mentioning the
fact that this city is located on pos
sibly the ‘last frontier.’ I am not
certain about the ‘last’ but I am
about the ‘frontier.’ I have been
here ten days, during which time a
bank was robbed, one robber was
shot and captured, two officers
were killed, and one man forced to
leave the country or be killed. Since
last September fourteen men have
been killed, and fifty more murder
ers are now awaiting trial. The
bank has been robbed four times
within the last six months. The
reconciliation of cash and the
preparation of working papers take
on new interest in the light of these
interesting surroundings.”
Throw away the spark plug and
you can’t start an automobile.
Smother your initiative and you
can’t start yourself upward.

Fron
tier!

F

It

Joseph
P. Day,
Esq.
(Continued)

tion of New York, of the Allied
Real Estate Interests of the State
of New York, of the Real Estate
Exchange of Long Island, and of
the North Side Board of Trade of
the Bronx.
Mr. Day is a member of many
clubs, among them the City Club,
the Manhattan, and National Arts,
New York Athletic, the Sleepy Hol
low Country Club, the Baltusrol
Golf Club, the Wykagyl Country
Club, the Canoe Brook Country
Club, the Bankers’ Club, the Law
yers’ Club, and the Railroad Club.
Mr. Day lives in Short Hills, New
Jersey, where he has a beautiful res
idence and a large country estate—
a suitable home-setting for a man
who is not too deeply engrossed in
business matters to interest himself
in the bringing up of six young sons
and daughters.
Mr. Day’s career is one of the
marvels of Modern Commerce; yet
it isn’t so marvelous either, for he
started out in business with full con
fidence in himself, with an inordi
nate capacity for work, with a deter
mination to let nothing keep him
back, and with the purpose of build
ing up a reputation for absolutely
unimpeachable honesty.
Mr. Day has demonstrated again
—if young men just entering busi
ness need further demonstration—
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that it pays to think straight, live
straight, and act straight, not only
in business matters, but in personal
matters, for he has kept himself free
from even the small vices which im
pair the resisting power of the mind
and the body. Mr. Day has also
demonstrated that to all this it is
more than worth while to add the
American leaven of being a live wire
in respect to setting up worthy goals
of achievement and pushing on to
the attainment of such goals.
Develop the dynamic—act!

THE FIRST ANNUAL BAN
QUET of the Pace Institute of Ac
countancy, Boston, was held at the
American House on Saturday eve
ning May 6th. The Banquet Com
mittee is to be congratulated upon
the excellent program and the ex
cellent menu that it arranged. Mr.
William C. Canning, C.P.A., of the
Institute, was the toastmaster.

It is harder to get dirt out of the
bearings of a machine than to keep
it dirt-proof. It is harder to get rid
of the effects of loose thinking than
to keep from loose thinking.

HE Business Association of the
New York High School for High
Men is a very live organization
School
composed of ambitious young men
Associa

who are bent on improving their
knowledge of modern business. At tion
a recent meeting Mr. W. H. Hirsch
mann, Pace Institute of Account
ancy, 1916, spoke on “Education
for Modern Business.” Mr. Hirsch
mann showed the importance of
technical education in business, and
explained in detail how professional
education in Accountancy develops
organization perspective and an un
derstanding of fundamental business
principles. Mr. James W. Beckman,
secretary to the late Elbert Hub
bard, spoke on the subject of “Ad
vertising.” Mr. Beckman dwelt par
ticularly on the psychology of pub
licity and the ability of Mr. Hub
bard to construct ingenious and ef
fective advertisements. Mr. Wil
liam J. Tighe, of the Shouperior
Record Register Company, who is
the moving spirit of The Business
Association, presided.

T

GOVERNOR WOODBRIDGE N.
FERRIS, of Michigan, was the
guest of A. N. Palmer at a luncheon
at the National Arts Club, on June
2d. Later in the day Governor Fer
ris inspected the work of the Pace
Organization.

Complimentary Copy—to You
A Book of Valuable Information
ERE is a new and copyrighted book that tells how to make your

accounting department more efficient—how to get your state
Hments
out on the first day of the month without errors in addressing or

SEND FOR

YOUR COPY
NOW

mailing—how to let your office boy relieve your high priced bookkeeper
of heading up the statements.
T tells how to make direct advertising more profitable—how to start,
handle and keep a mailing list alive, and should be in the hands of
every business man who pays for addressing envelopes, statements,
postcards, invoices, wrappers, circulars, pay envelopes, etc.
T tells all you need to know about addressing machines — describes
their economies and their benefits and how you can use and apply
them with profit.
SEND FOR IT TODAY
Just mention “The Pace Student” and copy will be sent immediately

I
I

No obligation.

RAPID ADDRESSING MACHINE COMPANY
32-46 West 23rd Street, New York City
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torial

Summer
Mornings

SUMMER mornings
evening, for concentration under a
—cool, refreshing,
ace tudent hot lamp after a long day is out of
energizing — bring
the question. Neither should you
June, 1916 .
courage to the heart
expect to accomplish results when
and strength to the soul of the in the woods or open air, when all nature com
man who is awake and stirring. bats your concentrative effort. Rather, choose
The task, whether mental or phy the cool of the morning when in your breezesical, is easy when all nature swept room or veranda you will find the condi
throbs with the energy of life and growth and tions ideal for concentrative reading.
These suggestions, which appeal to you
production. The worker is supported and carried
along, as it were, by the force of a mighty cur mightily, will be worse than useless unless you
rent of accomplishment. Do you take advantage take definite and affirmative action to carry
of the full tide, or do you launch your little proj them out. Act!
ect at the ebb? Are you asleep, dormant, uncon
FFECTIVENESS depends upon action. The Effective
scious, when nature’s workhouse is a-tingle with
most common thing that stands between ness
productive energy? During this month, and the
the individual and accomplishment is not a lack
next, and the next—June, July, and August—en
joy and utilize the choicest hours that a benefi of knowledge, but a lack of ability to act—ex
ecutiveness, if you please. Executiveness may
cent Creator makes available for your use.
be cultivated like all other
abilities. You should estab
ERE’S an idea, Mr.
H
THE PACE STUDENT
lish, first of all, difficult
Business Man or Stu
goals of accomplishment. If
dent, for a mentally pro
A Magazine of Service
you are interested in good
ductive summer. Plan, and
Interpreting
government, hope and expect
carry out, an early morning
the Purpose, Spirit, and Needs
to be a member of the school
reading course — say, one
of Modern Business
board, a village commission
hour each day between 6
er, an assemblyman, a con
and 7, or if you prefer, be
Published Monthly
gressman, or even president.
tween 6:30 and 7:30. You
Why not? Other men have
can easily read and master
Subscription Price $1.00
filled these positions. If you
during the summer a stand
a
Year, Payable in Advance
have a family, create an ideal
ard work on Economics,
of comforts and even lux
say Bullock or Taussig. You
uries for your wife, and col
can lighten the course a bit,
PACE & PACE, Publishers
lege training for your chil
if you choose, by reading a
30 Church Street
dren. Desire and expect for
modern illustrated book on
New York
your loved ones the best the
Commerce, such as “The
world can give. All these
Trade World,” by WhelpCopyright, 1916, by Pace & Pace
goals will stir you to execu
ley, or “Elements of Trans
tiveness, to action.
portation,” by Johnson.
Executiveness, too, is largely a matter of habit.
Keep to the broader aspects of Economics and
Commerce, rather than to the technical matters You have the opportunity to attend a meeting;
you feel the impulse to go, but inaction wins
of Accounting.
Perhaps you may be well grounded in Eco out. You have the opportunity to do a kind
nomics, but feel a deficiency in your ability to deed, but the chance slips by without definite ac
express yourself — substitute Drury’s unique tion. You desire to take a course of study, but
course in English. If you will read slowly and after you have thought it over for years, the
carefully the thousand pages contained in these thought dies out and does not produce. You be
texts, you will find that your oral and written come enthusiastic about this and that and the
expression will be made over and greatly im other thing, but failing in decisive action you
create the habit of the dreamer rather than the
proved.
Perhaps Psychology makes the strongest ap habit of the person who acts.
peal. If so, undertake the careful reading of
Feel free, therefore, to cultivate your aspira
James’s shorter book, and lighten up the course tions—desire and expect big things. At the same
by “Folkways,” the marvelously fascinating time, act decisively, either affirmatively or nega
book by Sumner, dealing with the sociological tively, on the matters that present themselves for
importance of usages, manners, mores, and action, in order that your ability to do may keep
morals. Do not attempt to read or study in the in reasonable step with your worthy ambitions.
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figures, write in any old way you
T is easy enough to excuse fail
The
If, however, you are an or
ures—easy enough for the person
ace tudent please.
dinary
mortal,
or if you do not have
who fails. The superannuated book
1916
your name printed on your station
keeper has plenty of excuses for still
June,
being a bookkeeper at sixty. Even the shuffle ery, please sign your name plainly, initials and
footed derelict of the bread line can excuse his all—please!
presence there. The fact is that the weakling
needs an excuse—a plausible one, if possible,
CCORDING to a recent issue of the New Men
but an excuse of some kind—to salve his bruised
York Evening Sun, Theodore N. Vail, pres Wanted
and battered self-respect and take the sting out
ident of the American Telephone and Telegraph
of failure; and the weaker he is, the more ample Company, is ready to employ as many $10,000 a
and fecund his stock of excuses, valid and oth year men as can prove their capacity to hold
erwise.
$10,000 positions. So far as the Business World
It is not so with men of mental size—men of today is concerned, this is not fresh news. It
who succeed. They know that the human mind, is, however, corroborative news of the most trust
even in its dreams and visions, seldom addresses worthy kind in reference to two things — the
itself to the accomplishment of that which is plentitude of big positions in Modern Business
impossible of accomplishment. Men of this kind and the dearth of men big enough to fill them.
have no patience with excuses, whether applied This condition of things is no Sphinx’s riddle for
to themselves or others, except in the case of an aspiring young man to get a headache over.
illness or some extraordinary occurrence. Fail The answer to it is plain. These plums are on
ure, when it comes, is to them, generally speak the commercial tree, but on the topmost
ing, merely a temporary set-back, something not branches. Whether you can reach them and pick
to be excused, but to be analyzed, profited by, them off—whether you can qualify for economic
and made to contribute eventually to the at service on the $10,000 a year basis, depends on
tainment of success.
how sturdy and steady a climber you are. The
The unvarnished truth of the matter is that, rungs that will carry you well up the ladder con
whenever a man sets about doing something sist of an intelligently selected course of study,
worth doing, whether of lowly or high impor persistently carried out, and thoroughly assim
tance, that thing he must keep on trying to do ilated and digested.
until he does it. In the career and viewpoint of
such a man—the man who succeeds—excuses
THE martinet type of office manager is be Martinet
have no place. They are merely the outward
coming a vanishing memory in the most
symbols of inner incompetency and inefficiency. progressive business organizations of today.
His methods have been tried out and found un
HAVE just spent ten minutes personally try productive. His main fault consisted in his mak
Signa
ing to decipher a signature at the end of a ing office discipline of the repressive kind an
tures
letter of considerable importance. I have taken end in itself. In his eagle-eyed notice of infrac
the letter into the office of an associate and in tions of petty rules and regulations, he lost sight
terrupted him in the midst of his dictation in of the main purpose of office discipline—co
order to find out whether he is better at de operative productivity. He never spared words
ciphering signatory hieroglyphics than I — he of cutting reprimand, and he was chary with
isn’t. I have asked my secretary to figure out words of praise and helpful counsel. Conse
the scrawl if possible; he has just come in with quently, the members of his staff disliked him,
three possible translations—all different from hated him often, and feared him. Working in
mine. As a last resort, I have been compelled to such an atmosphere, with self-respect, self-con
telephone the concern with which Mr. Scrawler fidence, and self-expression denied them, they
is associated to ascertain his name, for I have took no pleasure in their tasks, felt no loyalty to
business reasons for wishing to write to him di the concern, and did as little as they could with
rect. After tactfully answering several office- out being detected. The martinet office man
boy questions as to my business and my identity, ager did not have brains enough to understand
I have learned the name of my illegible corres the relation of the human equation to the
pondent—T. M. Somers. Here in the office we amount and quality of output. Modern Business
were about equally divided between F. W. Lu is better off for his passing.
meis, F. N. Samis, and T. V. Loomis. In the
meantime nearly an hour has gone to waste, and
Every accepted fact to-day was a vision yesterday.
I’m decidedly irritated into the bargain. If you Many visions to-day will become facts to-morrow.
are a railroad president or are rated in eight Take a hand in the transmutation.

Excuses
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Pro
position
on
Branch
Ac
counts

MNY business or
A
will be given, together with a Bal
ganizations find
ace tudent ance Sheet prepared as at May 31,
it desirable to con
1912, after all the entries have been
June, 1916
duct business in
made and posted. The statements
cities or locations more or less will be made, for convenience in display, in the
remote from the central office running or schedule form. The Journal entries
or establishment. The branch required to close the books as at May 31, 1912,
thus created may be merely a are as follows:
distributing center established for the purpose of
Journal
storing and shipping goods, or it may be estab TRADING ACCOUNT ......... $ 58,400.00
To INVENTORY, GOODS..
$ 40,000.00 Entries
lished for the sale of goods supplied from head
“ INVENTORY, DUTY..
18,400.00
quarters, or it may have almost a complete indi To close out inventories set up
at May 31, 1911.
viduality in respect to the buying and selling, or
the manufacturing and selling functions of the
TRADING ACCOUNT .......... 390,000.00
original unit. In fact, the functions of the
To STOCK ..............................
270,000.00
branch are altogether dependent upon the needs
“ DUTY ................................
100,000.00
“ FREIGHT & CARTAGE
20,000.00
of the business and the organization scheme in
effect, and the accounting, of course, must con To transfer cost of goods
shipped from London, and ex
form to the conditions that are thus imposed.
penses paid on them to point
For the purpose of illustrating the principles
of delivery in New York
of branch accounting, we have selected for solu
ready for sale.
tion a proposition taken from the Pace Final
ACCOUNT ............
409.50
Examinations. The branch is situated in a coun TRADING
To PURCHASES ..................
409.50
try that is foreign to the head office, and the To transfer cost of goods pur
plan of organization, under such circumstances,
chased in New York.
naturally calls for a large degree of independence SALES ............................................ 450,000.00
in the conduct of the branch. The proposition as
To TRADING ACCOUNT..
450,000.00
stated in the Examination is as follows:
For transfer of sales for year.

P

S

The Robert Martin Co., Ltd., a London company,
operates a branch in New York; goods are supplied
to the branch at a stated price; the branch makes
its own sales, collections, etc., and pays its own ex
penses.
Under the agreement the New York manager is to
receive a salary at the rate of $5,000 per year, cred
ited to his personal account monthly, and all profits
are to be accounted for to the home office. The fiscal
year closes May 31. The following is a list of ledger
balances at May 31, 1912:
London cash, $120,000; London goods, $270,000; Lon
don Controlling account, $60,000; Meter deposit, $15;
Furniture and fixtures, $500; Stock, $270,000; Accounts
receivable, $129,681; Duty, $100,000; Freight and cart
age, $20,000; Sales, $450,000; Traveling expenses, $35,000; Salaries (general), $3,500; Salary New York man
ager, $5,000; New York Manager, personal, $7,000;
Trade discounts, $7,000; Petty cash, $32; Cash dis
counts, $15,600; Cash, $5,362.50; Inventory (goods),
$40,000; Inventory (duty), $18,400; Returned sales,
$1,000; Insurance, $1,500; and Purchases, $409.50.
Goods are sold subject to 2 per cent. Trade Dis
count, which is always taken.
Inventories as at
May 31, 1912, are as follows:
Goods, $30,000; Duty, $18,500; Amount of Insurance
carried, $30,000; Premium, $1,500; All policies dated
May 31, 1911, and run for three years.
Submit journal entries to close the books and to
show results of the year’s trading, and the amount due
the home office, May 31, 1912.

The proposition requires a complete adjust
ment of the branch accounts. In addition to the
Journal entries necessary to close the accounts, a
Trading and Profit & Loss account for the year

TRADING ACCOUNT ............
To RETURNED SALES....
For transfer of returned sales
for year.

1,000.00

TRADE DISCOUNTS ............
To TRADE DISCOUNTS
ACCRUED ............................
For 2% trade discount accrued
but not deducted by debtors,
as under:
Total sales $450,000.00
Less returned
sales ....
1,000.00

1,980.00

1,000.00

1,980.00

$449,000.00

2% of $449,000.00. .$8,980.00
Charged in accounts 7,000.00
Accrued .......................... $1,980.00

TRADING ACCOUNT ............
To TRADE DISCOUNTS..
For transfer of Trade Discounts
for year.

8,980.00
8,980.00

INVENTORY, GOODS ........ 30,000.00
INVENTORY, DUTY ............ 18,500.00
To TRADING ACCOUNT..
To set up inventories as at May
31, 1912.

TRADING ACCOUNT ..........
To PROFIT & LOSS............
For transfer of Gross Profit to
Profit and Loss Account.
112

48,500.00

39,710.50
39,710.50

Proposi INSURANCE (new account) ..
tion on To INSURANCE (old ac
count) ......................................
Branch For transfer of unexpired por
Accounts tion of insurance premium:
(Continued)

1,000.00

1,000.00

May 31, 1911, paid three
years $1,500.
May 31, 1912, unexpired, two
years $1,000.

PROFIT & LOSS....................... 59,600.00
To TRAVELING EX
PENSES ................................
“ SALARIES (General)...
“ SALARY NEW YORK
MANAGER ......................
“ CASH DISCOUNTS ...
“ INSURANCE (old ac
count) .................................
For transfer of balances in ex
pense accounts, to close.

LONDON
CONTROLLING
ACCOUNT ...............................
TO PROFIT & LOSS............
To transfer loss for year to
London Office account.

19,889.50

LONDON
CONTROLLING
ACCOUNT ................................ 120,000.00
To LONDON CASH ............
To charge Controlling Account
with amount of remittances
made to London during year,
to close.

35,000.00
3,500.00

LONDON GOODS .................... 270,000.00
To LONDON CONTROLL
ING ACCOUNT ....................
To credit Controlling Account
with amount of goods shipped
by home office during year.

5,000.00
15,600.00
500.00

19,889.50

Journal
Entries

120,000.00

270,000.00

The Robert Martin Company, Ltd.,
New York Branch
TRADING AND PROFIT & LOSS ACCOUNT

Gross Profit (Forward)..
Miscellaneous Expenses:
Salaries:
New York Manager $5,000.00
General .................... 3,500.00
------------ $8,500.00
Traveling Expenses ................ 35,000.00
Cash Discounts ........................ 15,600.00
Insurance ....................................
500.00

For Year Ending May 31, 1912

Sales ................................
Less Returned Sales

$450,000.00
1,000.00
$449,000.00

Less Trade Discounts: Taken $
Accrued

7,000.00
1,980.00

$39,710.50 State

ments

59,600.00
8,980.00
Net Loss (To London
Controlling Account)...

Net Merchandise Sales
(Forward) ..................

$ 19,889.50

$440,020.00

Cost of Goods Sold:
Inventory May 31, 1911:
Goods ..................... $40,000.00
Duty ...................... 18,400.00
--------------- $58,400.00

BALANCE SHEET
May 31, 1912
ASSETS

London Stock ............. 270,000.00
Duty ............................... 100,000.00
Freight and Cartage . 20,000,00
-------- ------ 390,000.00

Total Cost of Goods Sold

400,309.50

Cash: In Bank .............................. $ 5,362.50
On Hand ............................
32.00
--------------- $ 5,394.50
Accounts Receivable .................. 129,681.00
Less Trade Discounts Ac
crued ........................................
1,980.00
--------------127,701.00
Inventories: Goods ...................... 30,000.00
Duty ........................ 18,500.00
--------------48,500.00
Meter Deposit ...................................................
15.00
Furniture and Fixtures ..................................
500.00
New York Manager,Personal.......................
7,000.00
Insurance, Unexpired ...................................
1,000.00

Gross Profit ......................

$ 39,710.50

$190,110.50

New York Purchases ................

409.50
$448,809.50

Less Inventory May 31, 1912:
Goods ........................ 30,000.00
Duty ............................ 18,500.00
--------------- 48,500.00

LIABILITIES
London Controlling Account ......................
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$190,110.50

The proposition calls for Journal
It was decided by the New York
Proposi
tion on entries to close the books at the end
ace tudent Court of Appeals that the landlord
Branch of a year’s business and for a state
and not the tenant was liable for
June, 1916
Accounts ment of results. The student should
certain structural alterations costing
therefore construct a trial balance from the facts about $8,000, ordered by the city. Had the alter
(Continued) given as a basis from which to work.
ations resulted in an increase in the value of the
The first procedure is to set up a Trading Ac building, it would have been manifestly proper
count, to which are charged the opening inven for the landlord to capitalize the expenditure,
tories and the costs of the goods received dur charging it to the appropriate property account.
ing the year, including Duty and Freight & Cart But it was distinctly stated that the change did
age. All direct expenses on the goods incurred not add to the value of the building. Under these
to the point of delivery in New York are charged circumstances, it would seem that the expendi
ture should be charged to Profit & Loss, either
to Trading Account.
during
the current period or distributed over two
The amount of Sales, $450,000, is credited to
or
more
accounting periods. In the latter case,
the Trading Account, and the amount of Re
the
portion
held back would be treated as a De
turned Sales, $1,000, is debited in accordance
ferred
Charge
until finally disposed of. Inas
with the usual practice. The treatment of trade
much
as
a
charge
of this nature is an unusual
discounts is fully explained in the Journal en
item,
it
should
not
be included with the regular
tries. The closing inventories are credited to the
Trading Account, and the Gross Profit, $39,710.50, expenses of the period, but should be shown
separately, in order not to obscure the result of
is transferred to the Profit & Loss Account.
current operations.
It will be noted that the net investment of
(b) Amortization may be defined as the re
values in the branch, $60,000, as at the beginning duction, liquidation, or extinguishment of a debt
of the year, is a credit to the London Controlling or of a given sum. A sinking fund or annual
Account. This account is in effect a capital ac payments for the redemption of a bond or mort
count of the branch, showing the net amount ad gage would be an example of amortization. A
vanced by the main office. At this time the ac frequent use of the term, however, is in con
count must be adjusted, in order that the effect nection with bonds which have been purchased at
of the transactions for the year may be correct a premium or a discount and are redeemable later
ly stated by the balance of the account.
at par. While the bonds bear a certain rate of
The first adjustment entry, as shown, is a net interest, the amount received annually would not
charge of $19,889.50 on account of the net loss be the true income, since a certain portion of the
sustained for the year. The next entry is a premium would have to be charged off periodi
charge to the London Controlling Account for cally against such income in order to bring the
the amount of cash, $120,000, remitted to the book value of the bonds to par at maturity. This
main office during the year. A remittance ac gradual extinguishment of a premium is known
count, called “London Cash,” to which the as amortization.
amounts of the remittances were temporarily
Combine theory and practice—study while you work.
charged, is credited to balance. The final ad
O you select your employees scientifically?
justment entry is a credit to London Controlling
The methods suggested by Mr. P. W. Ger
Account for $270,000, the amount of goods ad
hardt,
before a meeting of the Southwestern Elec
vanced by the main office during the year. An
account called “London Goods,” to which has trical & Gas Association, and reviewed in a re
been credited from time to time the value of the cent issue of the Electric Railway Journal, will
doubtless be of interest to many.
goods received, is debited to balance.
Mr. Gerhardt says that three tests are usually
The effect of these transactions is to credit to given to prospective employees—the attention
the London Controlling Account the values re test, the observation test, and the judgment test.
ceived from London, to charge to it the values Describing the attention test, Mr. Gerhardt shows
remitted to London, and, by the entry transfer that by means of questions on a printed blank,
ring the net result of the Profit & Loss Account, the applicant is tested as to his powers of atten
to carry into this account the result of the year’s tion. A stop watch is used to determine how
operations.
long the applicant takes to answer some of the

P

S

D

Life is a selling campaign. Shoddy stock is always
sold at bargain rates, but honest goods are always in
demand at fair prices. What have you on your mental
shelves to sell?

questions, and the number of omissions and er
rors are counted. In this way the applicant’s
initial ability to receive instructions and to do
what he is told to do can be judged.
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Question
and
Answer
Depart
ment
(Continued)

Selec
tion of
Em
ployees

THE PACE ACCOUNTING STU
DENTS’ ASSOCIATION of Balti
more was organized on May 4th by
the students of the Pace Institute of
Accountancy. The purpose of the
Association is to foster social inter
course among its members, and to
bring together the students of the
school for the purpose of discussing
Accountancy topics. Its officers are:
Honorary President, C. H. Schnep
fe, Jr.; President, T. Kettlewell;
Vice President, J. E. Mears; Treas
urer, John R. Tenny; Secretary,
Nettie E. Lenhard; Assistant Sec
retary, J. S. Marshall; Librarian,
M. H. McCord. The Association
expects to give a banquet at the
close of the present Semester.

R. E. BLEWETT, Accountancy
Institute of Los Angeles, was re
cently appointed Assistant Auditor
and Cashier of the Globe Grain &
Milling Company, a $10,000,000 cor
poration of Los Angeles. When he
entered the Institute, Mr. Blewett
was employed as a typist and sten
ographer.
WILLIAM E. BUSSEY, New
York Institute of Accountancy,
who was formerly Auditor for the
Inter-State Co., has been engaged
as Accountant by the Texas Com
pany.

ALFRED SODERBERG, Account
ancy Institute of Brooklyn, formerly
with A. Zerega’s sons, is now em
ployed in the Cost Accounting De
partment of the Powers Accounting
Machine Company.
J. N. LIPPITT, Pace Institute of
Accountancy, Extension Division,
has been appointed Cost Accountant
for the E. H. Piersen Telegraph
Transmitter Company, Topeka, Kan.

PaceStudent
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O. W. DEGRUCHY, Accountancy
Institute of Brooklyn, employed by
the firm of Deloitte, Plender, Grif
fiths & Company, sailed from New
York on May 6th on the S. S. Ryn
dam, bound for Rotterdam, Holland,
en route to Bruxelles, Belgium. He
will be engaged in accounting work
in connection with the Commission
for Relief in Belgium until the end
of the European War.
JOHN HALL, Accountancy Insti
tute of Brooklyn, formerly employ
ed in the Plant Department of the
Western Union Telegraph Company,
is now engaged as bookkeeper for
Stumpp & Walter.
HERBERT G. MANUEL, Pace In
stitute of Accountancy, Boston, died
at the Massachusetts General Hos
pital on Wednesday, May 10th. He
was held in high esteem by his
friends in the Boston school, and
his sudden demise was a distinct
shock to them.
GUISTO E. SAIZ, who was for
merly on the staff of Arthur Wolff
& Company, has accepted a position
on the staff of the Willison Audit
Company of Pittsburgh.

E. VANNAIS, New York Insti
tute of Accountancy, is repre
senting in London the firm with
whom he is associated. In a recent
letter, Mr. Vannais includes com
ments that are sure to be of inter
est to our readers. We quote as fol
lows:
“I am having a wonderful experi
ence here, scarcity of men making it
necessary for the firm to give me
work of a calibre that I would wait
years for in New York; and, aside
from that phase of it, the mere con
tact with business customs so differ
ent from ours, and with men of a
different temperament from Ameri
can business men, is extremely in
teresting, and cannot but prove very
beneficial. The most remarkable dif
ference is in the basis of business,
or, rather, professional opportunity.
Under their system of articles it is
practically impossible for a lad of
ability, who has no means, even to
try for the chartered accountant’s
degree. With us, as you know, a
fellow with determination can, with
some sacrifices, obtain the certified
public accountant’s certificate.”

English
Condi
tions

June, July and August include 92
days—make them count.

See yourself doing it.—Elmer E.
Ferris.

A Great Help to Students
HE time for the student of accountancy to famil

iarize himself with the standard works of his
Tprofession
is while he is studying. They help him
greatly in his work and when his course is finished
he has unconsciously learned them thoroughly.

ROBERT H. MONTGOMERY’S FAMOUS WORK ON

AUDITING

EDWARD R. KRESBY, New York
Institute of Accountancy, formerly
with the Laco Philips Company, is is a book of this kind. You should get it now and use it constantly.
now employed in the Accounting Not only is it the standard authority on the analytical side of account
Department of the Nathan Manu ing but it probably contains more points of general accounting informa
facturing Company.
tion than any other one volume. It gives you the atmosphere and the
C. L. E. EDWARDS, Kansas City
School of Accountancy, Law, and
Finance, has been appointed Office
Manager for The Crosby Brothers
Mercantile Company, Topeka, Kan.

viewpoint of practical work as few books can.

SEND NO MONEY—BOOK WILL BE SENT ON APPROVAL

HE 1916 edition of “Auditing” contains 900 pages and is bound in

leather. The price is $5.00 postpaid. But you need send
Tnolimpmoney
in order to see a copy. Simply give us a reference and say

THE BUFFALO SCHOOL OF you read this advertisement in The Pace Student. The book will be
ACCOUNTANCY held its Annual sent to you for five days’ examination. You can then either return it
Banquet on May 25th. The menu
to us or remit the price of $5.00.
was an excellent one, and the
speeches were of exceptional inter
22 Vesey Street The Ronald Press Company New York
est to those present.
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Vocabu
lary
Enlarge
ment

V CABULARY
O
enlargement is
an aspect of the
study of English
that interests all
thinking persons.
It is not neces
sary to advance
a brief in support
of the proposi
tion that we should all add to our
stock of usable words and phrases
as persistently and faithfully as pos
sible. We admit this to be true; we
also admit — often shamefacedly—
that, considering the number of ex
pressive words and turns of phrase
right at hand for appropriation, our
supply is wofully meager. The only
thing that bothers us is the best way
of making such words and phrases
our own.
One
exceptionally
productive
method of vocabulary enlargement
consists in reading the works of
the best authors—authors like Dick
ens, Thackeray, Ruskin, Scott, New
man, Lowell, Emerson, Poe, and
Stevenson. Read first to catch the
spirit and the atmosphere of the
author.
This suggestion means
reading somewhat rapidly and in
straightaway fashion, without paying
much attention to niceties of style
and precision in the use of words.
As a result of this kind of reading,
you will unconsciously attach a
good many idioms and words to
your vocabulary.
Then read in a quite different
way. Pick out a few paragraphs
that seem to you very happily ex
pressed, and note three things—
vivid combinations of words that
strike you as being a little out of
the ordinary, tersely expressed idi
oms, and well-constructed senten
ces. Jot these words, phrases, and
sentences down in a little note
book, and put the note-book into
your pocket, to be pulled out and
used on your way to and from
work.
Use the words and phrases in
sentences of your own, which ex
press your personal, professional,
or business interests; and imitate
the sentence types with sentences
of your own. It is not necessary
for you to write out the sentences
you construct; it is necessary, how
ever, for you to think them out as
sentences. The proper method of
sentence imitation has been fully
explained in a preceding issue of The
Pace Student
Observe how the foregoing meth
od of vocabulary enlargement is
carried out in the case of the fol
lowing paragraph from Stevenson:
“At last black trees began to
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show upon my left, and, suddenly
crossing the road, made a cave of
unmitigated blackness right in front.
I call it a cave exaggeration; to
pass below that arch of leaves was
like entering a dungeon. I felt
about until my hand encountered a
stout branch, and to this I tied Mo
destine, a haggard, drenched, des
ponding donkey. Then I lowered
my pack, laid it along the wall on
the margin of the road, and unbuck
led the straps. I knew well enough
where the lantern was; but where
were the candles? I groped and
groped among the tumbled articles
and, while I was thus groping, sud
denly I touched the spirit-lamp.
Salvation!
This would serve my
turn as well. The wind roared un
wearyingly among the trees; I could
hear the boughs tossing and the
leaves churning through half a mile
of forest; yet the scene of my en
campment was not only as black as
the pit, but admirably sheltered. At
the second match the wick caught
flame. The light was both livid and
shifting; but it cut me off from the
universe, and doubled the darkness
of the surrounding night.”
Let us first consider vivid groups
of words. Some of them are “un
mitigated blackness”; “haggard,
drenched, desponding”; “groped
and groped”; “roared unwearying
ly”; “boughs tossing”; “leaves
churning”; “as black as the pit”;
“livid and shifting”; and “doubled
the darkness.” Suppose we use
these word-groups in sentences.
They might run on as follows:
I can vividly remember an Au
gust night I spent outdoors in a
forest in Northern Maine; it was
as black as the pit and the wind
roared unwearyingly, tossing the
boughs, and churning the leaves.
When I finally reached the shore
after swimming over half a mile
from the spot where my canoe had
overturned, I must have looked
fully as haggard, drenched, and des
ponding as I felt.
Can’t you see that livid, shifting
beam which the passing schooner
has cast athwart our bow?
The sudden coming of night re
doubled the unmitigated darkness
within the tent and made it neces
sary for us to grope and grope in
order to find the matches.
Let us next consider a few of the
somewhat unusual idioms and turns
of phrase. Some of them are “be
gan to show,” “upon my left,”
“right in front,” “felt about,”
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“margin of the road,” “knew well
enough,” “would serve my turn,”
“caught flame,” “cut me off.” Sup
pose we use these expressions in
sentences like the following:
At last the first faint flickers of Examples
dawn began to show through the
trees which stood upon my left, and
right in front as well.
The margin of the highway was
covered with thick dust that had
been scattered by passing automo
biles.
We felt about in the darkness,
trying to find a stick that would
serve our turn in regaining the path
from which we had cut ourselves
off by our carelessness.
I knew well enough that if you
dropped a match, the gasolene
would catch flame.
Let us consider, last of all, a sen
tence or two that are simply yet
vigorously constructed. Suppose we
take the sentences beginning re
spectively, “Then I lowered,” and
“I groped and groped.” Our sen
tence imitations might be as fol
lows:
The lawyer hung up his overcoat
on the hat rack, seated himself at
his desk littered with papers and re
ports, and made ready for a hard
day’s work.
The dray horse stumbled and
stumbled over the cobbled street,
and, while it was thus stumbling,
suddenly it balked.
This intensive method of reading,
with the pocket note-book as a ne
cessary adjunct, will increase your
vocabulary to an extraordinary de
gree. It is not, of course, funda
mentally a question of how much
you read, but a question of how ab
sorptively you read. Reading one
page a day in accordance with the
above method will, unconsciously
to you, transfer a great many words
and phrases from your passive vo
cabulary—the stock of words and
phrases that you understand but do
not use, to your active vocabulary
—the stock of words and phrases
that you use unthinkingly when
ever you have anything to express.
For this reason, you are urged to
give this method of enlarging your
vocabulary a fair trial. You will
be surprised at the results.
WILLIAM H. BRISTER, Pace Ex
tension Institute, has removed from
Niagara Falls to New York, for the
purpose of securing experience in
the practice of Accountancy.
Prosperous cities now stand on
soil once staked out by the land
pioneer. Profitable enterprises have
followed and will follow in the wake
of the mind pioneer.

HE following letter, written by
“Feel
Mr. Horatio N. Drury, to the
Bad”
not Editor of the New York Evening
“Feel Journal, will be of interest to our
Badly” readers:
“To the Editor:
“Will you permit me courteously
to differ with you in reference to the
proper use of ‘feel bad’ and ‘feel
badly,’ as explained in the Evening
Journal of May 25th? In my opin
ion, the point at issue should be dis
cussed as follows:

“ ‘Bad’ is an adjective, and there
fore modifies a noun or a pronoun.
‘Badly’ is an adverb and therefore
modifies a verb, an adjective, or an
other adverb; it means ‘in a bad
manner,’ or, in colloquial usage, ‘in
an imperfect manner.’
“In our language we have a few
verbs of sensation and experience—
such verbs as ‘look,’ ‘taste,’ ‘seem,’
‘sound,’ and ‘feel’—which should be
followed by an adjective when the
subject is modified, but by an ad
verb when the verb is modified.
This, it seems to me, is the gram
matical point involved in the dis
tinction between ‘feel bad’ and ‘feel
badly’—use ‘bad’ to modify the sub
ject and ‘badly’ to modify the verb.
“There is, however, a rhetorical,
as well as a grammatical matter to
take into account in discussing ‘feel
bad’ and ‘feel badly’—a matter that
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you did not touch upon in your edi
torial. It is a matter involving the
meaning of the words ‘feel’ and ‘bad
ly.’ It is, of course, possible to say,
‘I felt gropingly in the dark for a
match,’ because the meaning is that
I performed the act of feeling with
my fingers in a groping manner.
“I fail to see how it is possible
to ‘feel badly’ unless the meaning of
‘badly’ be ‘in an imperfect fashion.’
When we use both ‘feel bad’ and
‘feel badly,’ we usually refer to a
state of physical health or to an
emotional condition. It is the sub
ject, not the verb, that is modified,
is it not? The verb ‘feel’ when used
in conjunction with ‘bad’ or ‘badly’
is merely copulative—it is substan
tially equivalent to some form of the
verb ‘be.’
“My contention is that, from the
logical and the rhetorical point of
view, we must use an adjective—
‘bad,’ therefore, not ‘badly’—with
‘feel’ to denote a state of health. I
grant, of course, that ‘feel ill’ or
‘feel indisposed’ is preferable to ‘feel
bad’ in the above sense, but because
of wide currency the expression ‘feel
bad’ is almost an idiom; it is at least
permissible in colloquial conversa
tion and writing, but ‘feel badly,’
never! If I am in error, I shall
greatly appreciate being set right.”

BUSINESS men are learning that
they do not, they cannot, by a
system of bookkeeping, keep track
of the changing physical values of
their properties, and even though
they may feel that they can do so,
that they must have an appraisal
made for any one of many reasons.”
This assertion was made recently in
an address delivered by Mr. William
S. Rankin, Manager of The Appraisal
Company of the South.
Mr. Rankin stated that just as at
regular intervals, inventories are
taken of stock on hand, for the pur
pose of ascertaining and adjusting
values, so the appraiser takes a de
tailed inventory of plant and equip
ment, and prepares figures showing
what it would cost to reproduce the
property new, and also the present
value of the property after depre
ciating each item. The knowledge
obtained through these expert valua
tions is, Mr. Rankin claims, of bene
fit to the business man in many
ways. One of the chief advantages
lies in knowing the correct amount
of insurance to place on property
to cover it properly, avoiding over
insurance as well as under-insurance
of the property.

THE PACE STUDENT is particu
larly anxious to establish intimate
relations with its readers—relations
that will be mutually helpful. To
that end we hope to receive from
YOU a personal letter making sug
gestions, voicing approval or making
honest criticisms. May we receive
your letter?

'The Purchasing Agent
is the only publication in the field devoted to the interests of industrial buyers. It
covers all ranks of industry; its subscribers range from corporations of interna
tional character to small manufacturers who desire to follow the lines of efficiency
in buying. In an unsolicited letter, the purchasing agent of one of the largest con
cerns in the country writes of this magazine: “ It is snappy and right up to the
minute, offering just the class of material that we have been craving for. Success
is written on every page.” A feature of particular appeal to students of account
ancy is the Bureau of Information, a department in which are printed and solved
business problems that are actually encountered in the field of buying and selling.
$2.00 a Year

20 Cents a Copy
PUBLISHED BY

THE PURCHASING AGENT COMPANY
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
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Presi
dent
Wilson
Writes
on
Account
ing

USINESS men everywhere are
taking a keen interest in the
campaign for better methods
in accounting that is being waged
by Edward N. Hurley, Vice-Chair
man of the Federal Trade Commis
sion. Mr. Hurley, by lectures, by
newspaper and magazine articles,
and by direct appeal to leading bus
iness men, is creating an interest in
effective production that promises
even greater results than the orig
inal efficiency movement. The cam
paign is particularly valuable in
view of the responsibilities that are
destined to rest upon American busi
ness men at the conclusion of the
present war.
President Wilson has written a
long and detailed letter congratu
lating Mr. Hurley upon the results
of his work. The letter evidences a
technical understanding of business
procedures and accounting on the
part of the President that is pleas
ing to the accountant and to others
who are familiar with the technical
processes of business. The letter,
which contains food for thought for
the business man as well as for the
student of Accountancy and Busi
ness Administration, is as follows:
“My Dear Mr. Hurley—Your
Boston speech is before me, in
which you outline some of the work
which the Federal Trade Commis
sion is doing for the business men
of the country. I wish to commend
your efforts generally, and in partic
ular your endeavor to assist the
small manufacturer and merchant
to better his condition by helping
him to improve his cost accounting
and bookkeeping methods.
“This is a step in the right direc
tion and one of the main fundamen
tals of any successful business. It is
most important to the future success
of a business man that he should
know what his goods actually cost
to manufacture and sell.
“If he has these facts, they will
enable him to present a modern bal
ance sheet to his bank, and as a re
sult he will be better able to obtain
credit with which to expand and de
velop his business.
“Your suggestion that trade asso
ciations of retail and wholesale mer
chants, commercial clubs, boards of
trade, manufacturers’ associations,
credit associations and other similar
organizations should be encouraged
in every feasible way by the Govern
ment, seems to me a very wise one.
“To furnish them with data and
comprehensive information in order
that they may more easily accom
plish the result that they are organ
ized for is a proper and useful Gov
ernment function.

B
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“The associations, when organized
for the purpose of improving condi
tions in their particular industry,
such as unifying cost accounting and
bookkeeping methods, standardizing
products and processes of manufac
ture, should meet with the approval
of every man interested in the busi
ness progress of the country.
“Too much emphasis cannot be
placed on your suggestion that ma
terials, methods, and products in in
dustry should be standardized upon
the basis of specifications drawn up
in friendly cooperation with engi
neering societies, industrial experts,
and trade associations.
“Further standardization in our in
dustries will not only reduce the cost
of production, but assure the pro
ducer better materials and more effi
cient workmanship, and to the con
suming public the manifest benefit
resulting in not having to pay for a
wide increasing variety of products
and materials.
“Judicious standardization also
means a greater return on a given
investment.
“Capital now tied up because of in
efficient methods will be released

and can be used effectively else
where.
“If we are to be an important fac Approves
tor in the world’s markets, we must Cost
be more thorough and efficient in Accounts
production. The encouragement of
trade associations and standardiza
tion and the installing of better cost
accounting methods in our business
concerns will go a long way toward
accomplishing this end.
“If is my hope that, in addition
to the other work which the Federal
Trade Commission is doing, it will
ascertain the facts regarding condi
tions in our various industries. If it
finds that an industry is not healthy,
it should, after carefully considering
the facts in cooperation with the
parties interested, suggest a practical
and helpful remedy. In this way
many of our difficult business prob
lems might be solved.
“I am very anxious to see you con
tinue to cooperate with the business
men of the country along the lines
upon which you are working.
“Cordially and sincerely yours,
“WOODROW WILSON.”
Laws, principles, and procedures
are based on orderly thinking.
Baseless opinions, false impressions,
and incorrect methods result from
confused thinking. Think straight.

GOOD PRINTING
Always Brings Good Business
pay for experience, intelligence
YOU
and good taste on basis of actual

cost to us, and not on the much
higher basis of their value to you
WE

MAKE

CATALOGS BOOKS BULLETINS BOOKLETS
OFFICE FORMS
STATIONERY
AND

GENERAL

ARE

PRINTERS

Frank H. Evory & Co.
ALBANY, N. Y.
We make a specialty of COLLEGE WORK
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CHARLES HUELSER, Pace Insti
tute of Accountancy, who was for
some time connected with the New
York Improved Meter Company, has
accepted a position as Accountant
with the Brunswick-Balke-Collender
Company.
MISS CHARLOTTE OSANN,Pace
Institute of Accountancy, New
York, 1913, of 245 Seventh Avenue,
New York City, is busily engaged
in the public practice of Account
ancy. Miss Osann is one of the few
woman practitioners in the country.
FRANK B. GRIMSHAW, who for
several years held the posts of Au
ditor and Cashier of the Charles Wil
liam Stores, has accepted, through
the Pace Agency for Placements,
Inc., the position of Accountant and
Cashier for the American Dye Wood
Company.
WALTER H. DUPKA, Buffalo
School of Accountancy, 1913, was
successful in passing the New York
State C. P. A. Examinations, held
in January, 1916. Mr. Dupka is now
Chief Accountant for the Lacka
wanna Steel Company, in Buffalo,
N. Y.
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E. L. WHYTE, Pace Institute of
Accountancy, Extension Division,
1916, residing in Jefferson City, Mo.,
is associated with the Public Service
Commission, State of Missouri.

F. H. MARDEN, Pace Institute of
Accountancy, Extension Division,
1916, is employed by the Portsmouth
Brewing Company, Portsmouth, N.
H., in the capacity of Head Book
keeper and Cashier.

C. B. COUCHMAN, C.P.A., Crock
ett, Couchman & Company, Kansas
City and St. Louis, was a visitor at
the Pace Headquarters in May. Mr.
Couchman was especially interested
in the Vocational Counseling Class
and the work of the Pace Agency
for Placements, Inc.

U. S. HARRIS, Pace Institute of
Accountancy, Boston, has been pro
moted to the position of Service
Manager of the Garford Company
in Boston.

W. DEFOREST KNAP, Pace In
stitute of Accountancy, Boston, has
left his position with T. J. Edwards,
and is now employed as Office Man
ager by Waitt and Bond, Inc.
EDWIN J. BANKS, Providence In
stitute of Accountancy and Business
Administration, has accepted a posi
tion with Horace E. Hartshorn,
C.P.A. (Mass.), of Boston.

HERBERT W. WATERSON, Pace
Institute of Accountancy, Boston,
has accepted a position with the
National Cash Register Company.
He was formerly employed by the
Gillette Safety Razor Company.

HERBERT L. ANGELL, Pace In
stitute of Accountancy, Extension
Division, is now employed as Chief
Accountant by The Vogue Company,
of New York. Mr. Angell was for
merly employed by Marwick, Mit
chell, Peat & Company, Account
ants.
H. J. BORNHOFFT, Pace Insti
tute, has recently taken a position
on the Accountancy lecture staff of
Pace & Pace.

CHARLES B. POPE, New York
Institute of Accountancy, formerly
with the C. A. Woolsey Paint &
Color Company, has accepted a po
sition in the Accounting Depart
ment of the Metropolitan Life In
surance Company.

Accounting Systems and
Supplies-Personal Service

RICHARD A. RHODES, C.P.A.,
Pace Institute of Accountancy, is
now connected with the firm of
Burnham & Morrill, Portland, Me.,
as Cost Accountant.

Yintelligent and careful attention.—Special thought

HOMER V. BROWNE, Pace Insti
tute of Accountancy, Extension Di
vision, 1915, formerly with the East
man Kodak Company, is now con
nected with the Reed Manufactur
ing Company, Newark, N. Y., in an
accountancy capacity.

HAROLD L. DOBBIN, who has
been engaged as Auditor by the
Nonotuck Silk Company, secured
through the Pace Agency for Place
ments, Inc., a responsible post in
the Accounting Department of the
Barrett Manufacturing Company.
J. D. POWELL, Pace Institute of
Accountancy, Extension Division,
1914, is now employed by the Public
Service Commission, First District,
New York City.
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Per
sonal
Notes

Tom
Objects
to Over
time

"I WILL not. Do it yourself. It’s
your work anyway.
Whatcha
think I am—Mr. Easy Mark?” Tom
didn’t take any pains to talk in a
whisper—everybody in the book
keeping room heard him.
“What’s the trouble between you
and Fred Allen?” queried Walter a
few minutes later when the effect of
Tom’s outburst had subsided.
“Oh, nothing much except that
he was trying to put one over on
me, and he didn’t get very far with
his little game. I gave him a call,
all right. He’s a hot sketch, that
boob!” replied Tom contemptuously.
“What did he want you to do?
You haven’t told me yet,” persisted
Walter.
“He wanted me to stay here to
night and help him with the annual
report,” explained Tom. “Nix on
that overtime stuff for mine, even if
I do get supper money. Besides,
I’ve got a date that won’t keep.”
“Well, I won’t tell you what I
think you are,” commented Walter
rather grimly. “The word has four
letters, though, and two of them
make a double o.”
“Why am I a fool?” demanded
Tom, anger mantling his face. “I
ain’t paid to do Allen’s work. He
gets a lot more than I do anyway.
If he can’t hold down the job, Par
sons oughta get somebody that can.
I don’t getcha at all.”

Pace Student
June, 1916

you get doesn’t cut any figure; it’s
the chance to find out the things
and profit by them that counts.”
“Perhaps you’re right,” replied
Tom, somewhat impressed by Wal
ter’s earnestness. “It strikes me,
though, that you stand just as good
a show of winning out if you don’t
go around hunting trouble. I can’t
stay tonight anyway—that goes.”
Tom’s attitude toward overtime
work does go with the majority of
routine employees of a business or
ganization—that’s the pity of it.
They see in overtime work, even of
a different kind from their own, only
extra hours and small pay. It never
occurs to them that the door of op
portunity may be just ajar, waiting
for somebody with Walter’s business
sagacity to push it open. The years
pass and the nine-out-of-ten men—
the Toms—stay down and keep on
doing the same routine work with
the same organization or a different
one. As for the Walters, sooner or
later they are bossing whole hordes
of Toms.

“No, I know you don’t,” respond
ed Walter dryly. “All I can say is
I wish he’d asked me to stay.”
“You do? Why?” asked Tom,
plainly showing his astonishment.
“Because I’d like to find out how
the annual statement is made up,”
replied Walter. “I’d like to see
what the other departments are do
ing and how they are run, and where
we’re strong and where we’re weak.
I’d like to get a first-hand look-in
at our receipts and disbursements.
Besides, working on the report
would be a good training in Ac
counting. I don’t expect to be a
bookkeeper all my life—not if I
can help it.”
“Anybody’d think you thought
staying here at night and sweating
over a lot of figures a golden oppor
tunity, as the wise guys say,” gibed
Tom.
“That’s just what I do think,”
O.M. MILLER, of the Pace Staff,
replied Walter, seriously. “If a
attended the Triennial Y.M.C.A.
young fellow is ever going to climb convention recently held in Cleve
up in a business organization, he’s land, and the Annual Convention of
got to know something about the the Corporation Schools held in
whole business; and one of the best Pittsburgh early in June.
ways I know of to get that informa
Serve yourself by serving the
tion is to be put on different work
during his off hours. The money other person first.
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